St Faith’s Match Reports
4th March 2022

Match report 5th VII Hockey v Felsted
The match was very exciting. It started very well as we had most of the possession. In the first
half we scored first and it was a cracking goal as it was from a short corner. Angus pushed it out
to Bora and he passed it to Joseph and he passed it back to Angus which slapped it into the
back of the net! This was done in an amazing 4 seconds which was very quick. We were
drawing 1-1 at half time. In the second half we were not as good as the first half and this led to
us trailing behind, but we got our act together and scored another two goals scored by Oscar
and Joseph. The second half was way more exciting than the first half as we were being
pressured but managed to string together some fantastic hockey. The final score was a win of
3-2!
TEAM:

G= goal
Angus
Bora
Joseph
Artem
Tom
Oscar - Man of the match
Zachary
St Faith’s 6th VII vs Felsted Hockey
Wednesday the 2nd of February 2022, St Faith’s played against Felsted in an away hockey
match, coming back victorious. Felsted tried a tactic at the very start of the match when the
ball was waiting to be played, they slapped the ball onto the side-lines, only a few metres from
the goal. By halftime, the score was 2-1 in our favour. The concluding score was remarkably
close 3-2 to St Faith’s and our diligent goal scorers were: Mathew Y, Alexander P, and Alex.
Quite a lucky and spectacular goal was made in our favour, as Alex did a drag flick, which did
not turn out so well and stayed on the ground. Luckily, the goalkeeper opposing us,
miscalculated the ball’s speed and ended up stepping over the ball which earned us a surprising
yet still a goal. Man of the match, and MVP was Ryan who played left-back as a defender, yet
he proved to back up and assist both wingers and midfielders extraordinarily. Ryan helped
save the majority of attempts that came at goal and helped us scrape that win. Even though
the weather was a cold and damp, with a faint drizzle, the sun shone down upon us and gave
us the fortune to win.
Won 3-2 A Brown, A Priestley, M Young
Player of Match:
Ryan

